
Braemar Men's Club

The Guldahl Member/Member Bash
Friday May 17th and Saturday May 18th

RULES SHEET
TEAMS:

Two-man teams (Member-Member). Guests are not permitted.
Each player will be entitled to one mulligan per day as part of the entry fee.

FORMATS:
Friday: 2-Man Shamble. Both players tee off, then they select the best ball from that drive, each
player then plays their own ball from that place until the hole is finished. The ball must be placed
within one club length of the drive chosen and not nearer to the hole. The ball must be kept in the
same condition. You must use each player’s score at least six times and each player’s tee shot at
least six times. (Does not have to be on the same hole). Record the team’s gross score for each
hole. Net score for the round will be determined by team handicap.

Saturday: 2-Man Better Ball. Each player plays his own ball on each hole until holed out. The better
gross and net scores between the partners will be used for the team gross and team net score for
the hole. You must use each player’s gross and net scores at least six times in this format. Record
each player’s gross score and net scores on the scorecard, as well as the team gross and net score
for each hole as these scores will be posted. Circle the net & gross scores showing the 6 scores used
for each partner.

HANDICAP / TEES:
The Men’s Club handicap adjustments will apply. Player handicaps for the Shamble will be
calculated using 70% of each player's adjusted handicap. For the Better Ball format, 100% of each
player’s adjusted handicap will be used. If the spread between team members indexes exceeds 10
(prior to adjustments) the higher player must play down.
All players must have at least 8 scores posted in the last 4 months and 4 Mens Club
events in the last 12 months or will be subject to index adjustment by Handicap
Committee.
MEN’S CLUB APRIL 1ST HANDICAP ADJUSTMENTS APPLY.
Teams must have a combined index of 10 or greater as of April 1 to qualify for gross prizes.

Each player plays from the GREEN TEES, unless he qualifies for the Silver or Combo 2 tees
Silver: age 70 with a 15 index or greater (subject to 50% regular play rule*).
Combo 2: age 75 with a 15 index or greater (subject to 50% regular play rule*).
If you are at least 75 and don’t qualify for Combo 2, you will play the silver.
* at least 50% of your posted scores must be played from the Combo 2 tees or Silver (out of the
last 20) in order to play from those tees.

PRIZES:
Combined scores from all formats will determine winners. Gross and net overall prizes, plus gross
and net prizes for each flight. Flights and number of prizes to be determined based on number of
entries. Gross and net winners are eligible for the TOC and overall winners also get their names
engraved on the perpetual Championship Trophy.

14 CLUB RULE APPLIES TO THE ENTIRE TOURNAMENT


